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Michel Fourmont and His Forgeries
Abstract: In the years following his return from a mission in Greece conducted in
1729–1730 on behalf of the king Louis XV, the priest and scholar Michel Fourmont
presented to the Académie des Inscriptions several forged texts dating supposedly
back to the very origin of Sparta, the famous Peloponnesian city. This paper
explores the motivations and the technique of the forger, focusing especially on
the relation between inscriptions and monuments, in his forgeries as well as in
his copy of genuine texts.

In 1729–1730, Michel Fourmont, a French priest, scholar and antiquarian, travelled through Greece at Louis XV’s bidding in order to find manuscripts to add to
the Royal Library. He could not find any that were worth to take, but he did copy
inscriptions, hundreds of inscriptions, especially in Athens and Sparta. In the letters he sent to his friends and patrons while in Greece and the preliminary reports
he made to the Académie des Inscriptions upon his return, Fourmont boasted of
the enormous value of the documents that he had discovered: 1
Depuis plus d'un mois, quoyque malade, je travaille avec 30 ouvriers à l'entière destruction
de Sparte ; point de jour que je ne trouve quelque chose, il y en a eu qui m'ont produit jusqu'à
20 inscriptions […] Par ce que j'ay déjà je puis vous assurer que nous avons une suite presque
entière des prestres et des prestresses, des éphores, des gérontes, des gymnasiarches, des agoranomes et plusieurs choses des bidiaei. Le bonheur a voulu que j'aie trouvé les tombeaux de
Lysander et d'Agésilas (celuy de Lysander n'est sans doute que pour l'honneur, il a été inhumé
proche de Thèbes), des bases qui soutenoient les statues de plusieurs philosophes, rhéteurs,
capitaines et autres personnages de ce païs-cy, jusques à présent inconnus, beaucoup de colonnes inscriptes et quantité d'autres choses de cette nature.
‘For more than a month, though ill, I have toiled with 30 workers to completely destroy
Sparta; there has not been a single day in which I was unable to find anything; some have
given me up to 20 inscriptions [...]. With what I already have, I can assure you that we have
a near-complete sequence of priests and priestesses, ephors, senators, gymnasiarchs, agoranomes and some things concerning the bidiaei. I was lucky enough to find the tombs of
Lysander and Agesilaus (Lysander’s is undoubtedly only honorary: he was buried close to

||
1 Letter from Fourmont to Bignon (see below), Sparta, 20 April 1730, quoted by Omont 1902, 616
(my translation).
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Thebes), statue bases of several philosophers, rhetoricians, captains and other notable figures from this country, unknown until now, many inscribed columns and a lot of other
things of this nature.’

Yet as was subsequently discovered, the few texts he published in the fifteen
years between his return to France and his death in 1746 were all forgeries. It is
my intention in this paper to address the story of these fakes and outline how and
why they were produced and the extent to which they can inform us about
Fourmont, his work and his intellectual environment.2

1 The mission
It all began officially in 1728. On 28 August, the Count of Maurepas, who was Secretary of State to King Louis XV at the time,3 announced the decision that a mission was to be sent to the Orient to collect manuscripts for the King’s library. The
Count entrusted the mission to two scholarly clergymen who were members of
the Académie des Inscriptions, namely François Sevin and Michel Fourmont.4 The
undertaking was actually prepared beforehand upon the initiative of the royal
librarian, Abbé Jean-Paul Bignon,5 who had been a mentor to Sevin and
Fourmont for some time.6 Bignon had heard from Mehmed Said Efendi, the son
||
2 These pages have an introductory character. I am currently engaged in a long-term project
about Michel Fourmont in which all the material at our disposal is going to be reassessed. For
now, see Boeckh 1828, 61–104; Spawforth 1976; Stoneman 1985; Raspi-Serra 1998; Gengler 2016.
Many of the documents pertaining to Fourmont and his travels were published by Omont in 1902.
3 Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux de Pontchartrain, Comte de Maurepas (1701–1781), Secretary of
State for the Navy from 1723 to 1749. See Picciola 1999 for more on this figure from Louis XV’s
reign.
4 François Sevin (1682–1741); Michel Fourmont (1690–1746).
5 (1662–1743). The position of royal librarian had been held by members of his family since the
time of his grandfather, Jérôme Bignon (1589–1656), and the tradition continued until 1784, albeit not without some interruption. Jean-Paul Bignon was related to the Count of Maurepas
through his mother, Suzanne Phélypeaux, who was Maurepas’ great-aunt; see Balayé 1988, 147–
230. Bignon was the main organiser of the mission, while Maurepas was the minister in charge
of it, but Cardinal André-Hercule de Fleury (1653–1743), a former tutor and the de facto Prime
Minister of Louis XV, had supported the enterprise, which was conducted in the name of the
King. Fourmont wrote directly to Fleury during his trip (Omont 1902, 630–631; substantially the
same letter as the one previously quoted) and met him upon his return (Omont 1902, 644).
6 The project was conceived in its practical form in 1727; see the Mémoire describing the enterprise quoted from Paris, BnF, NAF 5384, fols 63–67 by Omont 1902, 439–443. Some preparatory
work conducted at Bignon’s initiative is preserved in two manuscripts at the BnF in Paris (NAF
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of the former Ottoman ambassador in Paris,7 that there was a wealth of manuscripts to be discovered in the Sultan’s library, supposedly containing the
remains of the last Byzantine Emperor’s library, and that the Grand Vizier was
open to Western culture and keen to help Westerners.8 Having evidently waited
for the final decision of the King for some time,9 Sevin and Fourmont were ready
to depart quickly and made their way to Toulon as soon as 1 September 1728,
eventually embarking for the Levant on 14 October.10 The mission reached Constantinople on 4 December after 51 days of sailing.11
The instructions given to Sevin and Fourmont were quite clear and enable us
to understand the mission’s proper context.12 The two academicians were supposed to access the Sultan’s library in Constantinople and acquire any texts written by the most important authors of Antiquity that were missing in the King’s
own collections – or copy them if this was not possible. Both the sponsors of the
expedition and learned circles hoped for a complete Polybius, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Diodorus Siculus, Cassius Dio and even Livy, none of which has been
integrally preserved by the manuscript tradition. In other words, they set their
hopes unreasonably high.13 They dreamt of finding the library where Photius, the
patriarch of Constantinople in the second half of the ninth century, read the 280

||
5441, fols 366–383, and 8942, fols 285–293). One of them contains some archives belonging to
Leroux-Deshauterayes, a nephew of Fourmont’s; Omont 1902, 1209. See Balayé 1988, 215–218 as
well. On mentoring and family ties in Michel Fourmont’s personal network, see below and
Figs. 10 and 11.
7 Inspired by his stay in France, Mehmed Said Efendi installed a printing press in Constantinople. See Göçek 1987, 113–114.
8 Sevin 1733, 334–335. The information obtained in 1727 was probably too optimistic, as Bignon
himself acknowledged in his instructions to Sevin and Fourmont (quoted by Omont 1902, 439–
443, esp. 439–440).
9 The two men had a letter of recommendation on them from Bignon to Mehmed Said Efendi
dated 13 August (quoted by Omont 1902, 444–445). In a letter to the Marquis de Villeneuve (see
the following note), the Count of Maurepas refers to a previous letter from 25 August concerning
Sevin and Fourmont (Omont 1902, 434).
10 The two clergymen had to wait for the arrival of Louis-Sauveur, Marquis de Villeneuve (1675–
1747), who had recently been appointed as ambassador to the Ottoman Empire and was to take
them to Constantinople.
11 Omont 1902, 434–436.
12 Omont 1902, 434–443.
13 Scholarly circles in Paris were very excited. The famous Bernard de Montfaucon, the inventor
of palaeography and an archaeologist avant la lettre, who had travelled through Italy himself in
search of manuscripts of Saint John Chrysostom, expressed his expectations in a letter commenting on the mission. He hoped ‘an entire Polybius, a Dionysus of Halicarnassus, a Diodorus
Siculus, but especially a Cassius Dio’ would be found; see Omont 1902, 432 n. 1.
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works of classical literature which he summarised in his Bibliotheke, the majority
of which were lost. They dreamt of finding the library where the copyists working
for Constantine Porphyrogenitus in the tenth century collected quotations from a
large pool of ancient historians whom we only know of now through these
excerpts.14 It was already too late for that, however.
From Bignon’s perspective, anything was good for the taking, whether in
Greek, Latin or Syriac, Armenian, Persian, Turkish or Arabic. The King’s envoys
were meant to acquire as many manuscripts as they could as long as these were
curieux, i.e. worthy of interest.15 Sevin and Fourmont were also instructed to visit
the monasteries located on Mount Athos, whose monks were believed to think
little of the ancient manuscripts that were kept there.16
The mission quickly proved to be more difficult than expected and, above all,
far less fruitful: Sevin and Fourmont were never to access the Sultan’s library,
which was far from rich in the expected works anyway. Fourmont left Constantinople as early as 8 February 1729 since Sevin was able to carry out the main mission of collecting manuscripts in the Ottoman capital alone and set out for the
Greek islands and then Athens to visit as many monasteries as possible.17 Although Sevin failed to get his hands on any of the ancient texts that were so
eagerly awaited in Paris, he did bring back at least 600 volumes of interest to the
Royal Library.18
||
14 On Photius and his Library, see Schamp 2012. Regarding the Excerpta Constantiniana, see
Németh 2018.
15 Trésor de la Langue Française, s.v. ‘curieux’, II A: ‘Digne d’intérêt en raison de sa valeur.
Synon. : intéressant’.
16 The instructions given to the travellers reveal some prejudices about the country they had to
visit: Il faudrait du moins qu'ils ne revinssent point sans aller auparavant dans les monastères du
Mont Athos, dans lesquels il est certain qu'il se trouve un très grand nombre de ces sortes d'ouvrages, qu'ils pourraient acquérir avec facilité, les religieux en faisant fort peu de cas et étant disposés à les donner pour peu de chose. Il faut cependant que, pour réussir ainsy dans ces monastères, ils ne fassent paroitre aucun empressement d'acheter ces livres et qu'ils ne s'y montrent qu'à
titre de voyageurs curieux de visiter des endroits si célèbres et disposés à soulager la misère des
pauvres solitaires (Omont 1902, 438). (‘At least they should not come back without going to the
monasteries of Mount Athos, in which it is certain that there are plenty of volumes of this kind,
which they could acquire with ease, as the religious [i. e. monks] do not care much for them and
are willing to give them up for a small sum. In order to succeed in these monasteries, however,
they must not seem eager to buy these books, but should only present themselves as travellers
who are curious to visit such famous places and ready to relieve the misery of the poor hermits’).
Fourmont’s report about his visit to monasteries in Chios shows that, in this case too, the mission
was not as easy to accomplish as it was thought in Paris; Omont 1902, 540–541, 544 and 546.
17 Omont 1902, 537–539.
18 Balayé 1988, 218.
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As for Fourmont, he was even less successful than Sevin: he failed to find any
interesting manuscripts at all, but he did collect other material in accordance
with his mission. Indeed, the Memoir of the King to serve as an instruction to the
masters Sevin and Fourmont of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres also
stipulated the following:19
Il n’est nécessaire d’avertir lesdits sieurs Sevin et Fourmont que, quoique l’objet principal de
leur voyage soit la recherche et l’acquisition des livres pour la Bibliothèque de Sa Majesté, ils
ne doivent pas négliger ce qu'ils pourront trouver de médailles de toute espèce, qui pourraient
manquer à son Cabinet, comme aussi d’apporter, s’il est possible, d’anciennes inscriptions,
ou du moins d’en tirer des copies figurées exactement, en désignant précisément les lieux où
elles se trouvent.
‘It is not necessary to warn the said masters Sevin and Fourmont that, although the main
purpose of their voyage is the search for and acquisition of the books for His Majesty’s Library, they must not neglect médailles (i.e. ancient coins) of any kind they may find, which
may be lacking in his Cabinet, nor to bring back ancient inscriptions if possible, or at least
to draw accurate copies and record the places where they are located precisely.’

Fourmont was to commit himself to this last task; he did not bring back any monuments, but did copy hundreds of ancient inscriptions he found on the islands,
in Athens and in the Peloponnese, the majority of which are only known to us
through his copies now, which, as imperfect as they sometimes are, constitute a
precious source of information.20 They would normally have amounted to a major
scholarly contribution – at least from our modern point of view – if Fourmont had
not forged around thirty of these texts.

2 The forgeries and the discovery of the fraud
After returning to Paris in 1730, Fourmont had to face the frustration of his sponsors. Sevin had collected hundreds of manuscripts, albeit not the ones expected,
whereas Fourmont hardly had any to show. 21 The latter also stayed in the Peloponnese for too long, a region to which he was not supposed to go initially, and

||
19 Mémoire du Roy pour servir d’instruction aux sieurs Sevin et Fourmont de l’Académie des
inscriptions et belles-lettres, BNF Français 7194, fols 16–19, quoted after Omont 1902, 436–438
(quotation on p. 438).
20 See Follet 2005; Summa 2015; Doyen 2016, for example.
21 See the letter from Fourmont to Della Rocca (Sparta, 27 Mai 1730), in which he explains how
he decided not to buy any uninteresting books, but rather to collect material to write books
(Omont 1902, 1210).
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he searched intensively for inscriptions even though it was not his primary mission; in letters to him, Bignon and Maurepas asked him explicitly what he was
doing and ordered him to come back as soon as possible.22 Nevertheless,
Fourmont was convinced that the inscriptions he had collected were valuable.
After his return, he began to work on an ambitious publication with plates and
commentary, but never managed to persuade his sponsors to pay for it.

Fig. 1: Some forged inscriptions published by Fourmont (1743, pl. 1–3): fake lists of Spartan
magistrates in invented archaic script.

At the time of his death in 1746, some preparatory work had been done, but only
three inscriptions had been published by him. Strikingly, all three were forgeries
(Fig. 1).23 More revealing is the fact that, using Fourmont’s paper transmitted to
the Royal Library, Count Caylus and Abbé Barthélémy, two famous scholarly contemporaries of Fourmont’s, posthumously published some inscriptions allegedly
copied in Sparta. These were also forgeries, however (see Figs. 2 and 4, middle).24

||
22 Omont 1902, 574–575.
23 Fourmont 1743 (text presented to the Academy on 15 November 1740).
24 Caylus 1752–1767, I (1752) 59–65 (pl. 20) and II (1756), 153–154 (pl. 51); Barthélémy 1756.
Caylus also published some genuine documents after taking a second look at the material:
Caylus 1752–1767, VI (1764) 163–196.
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Fig. 2: Forged inscription published by Barthélémy (1756, Pl. 2): fake list of priestesses in invented archaic boustrophedon script (alternately written from right to left and left to right).

The reason why Fourmont published those forged documents and why Caylus
and Barthélémy also did so is obvious: the forged texts were the most interesting
ones for his contemporaries. Before I explore the origin of the deception any further, it is necessary to briefly consider its posterity.
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Fourmont invented a special alphabet for his forgeries, a strange mixture of
Greek and Phoenician letters with which he wanted to prove that the Spartans
were of Semitic origin. The texts published in facsimile in his lifetime and the
ones published by Barthélémy and Caylus almost always use these extraordinary
letters. They aroused great interest and were presented and discussed in such
learned books as the Nouveau traité de diplomatique, a handbook of historical
criticism of documents often considered a milestone in the emergence of history
as a modern scientific discipline.25 The learned circles thought it was a
sensational discovery.
Too sensational to be true, though, as we now know. Several decades went
by before the fakes were revealed; it was only in 1791 that Richard Payne Knight
published a famous book devoted to the Greek alphabet, in which he raised the
first serious doubts about the authenticity of the texts Fourmont had provided.26
As he pointed out, the forms of the letters were without parallel, the morphology
of the new or dialectal words was impossible, the phraseology of the texts
strangely close to French and the stones themselves looked very strange on the
drawings accompanying Fourmont’s articles, especially the broken ones.27 The
arguments developed by Knight should have sufficed to convince the scholarly
circles of the fraud, but scholars continued to support Fourmont nonetheless,
especially in France.28
The fatal blow was eventually struck by an English gentleman: George
Hamilton Gordon, the Fourth Earl of Aberdeen and peer of the Kingdom, who was
to be Prime Minister from 1852 to 1855. During the grand tour that led him to
Greece – something quite unusual in his time – this gentleman, a future member
of the Society of Dilettanti to whom Knight was a mentor in classical studies, discovered two stone bas-reliefs in a chapel south of Sparta in October 1803. He
arranged their transfer to Great Britain29 and had them published in 1817.30

||
25 Tassin/Toustain 1750, 615–632.
26 Knight 1791, 111–130. Gengler 2016, 66–67.
27 Fourmont, at least, knew better than the forger of Gozel that the ancient artefact had to be
broken somehow; see C. Breniquet’s contribution to this volume.
28 See Gengler 2016.
29 On Lord Aberdeen in general, see Chamberlain 1983, esp. 30–45 on his travels; cf. Balfour
1922, 22–24 and 26. Regarding his membership of the Dilettanti, see Cust 1914, 283. For more on
the Society of Dilettanti in general and the role of Richard Payne Knight, see Redford 2008 and
Kelly 2009.
30 Walpole 1817, 446–451.
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Fig. 3: The Aberdeen reliefs in Walpole 1817, in front of p. 446.
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These monuments are now kept at the British Museum (Fig. 3).31 They show a series of objects relating to women’s cosmetics and dress, framed by a garland. Inside two-handled plates cut in the middle of each panel, an inscription identifies
the women who made these offerings.32 The Aberdeen reliefs, as they are known,
are two of the monuments that were posthumously published by Caylus after
Fourmont’s papers, and a comparison of the originals with those copies shone
light on Fourmont’s crude methods (Fig. 4). Although these reliefs were not truly
forged (not entirely, at least), they do reveal the Frenchman’s lack of scruples in
his work: the reliefs in the drawing that he had made are unrecognisable.33

Fig. 4 (left to right): Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 571B, fol. 212 recto (reproduced by kind permission
of the BnF), engraving published by Caylus (1752–1767, II, pl. 51.2) based on Fourmont’s paper,
and by Walpole (1817, in front of p. 446) based on the original.

The publication of the Aberdeen reliefs triggered a feud with the French scholar
Désiré Raoul-Rochette, who, for his part, believed in Fourmont’s sincerity, saying
that if the latter’s copies were inaccurate, it was only due to his ignorance or the
conditions in which he had examined the stones. Besides that, Raoul-Rochette
said that Knight’s arguments, which he also tried to refute, were preposterous:
since the monuments published by Fourmont were so extraordinary, how could

||
31 British Museum 1861,0523.2 and 1861,0523.1. They were published and analysed in Walker
1989.
32 IG V1 249: Κλαυ(δία) Ἀγήτα Ἀντιπάτρου/ ἱέρεια (‘Clau(dia) Agēta, daughter of Antipatros,
priestess’) and IG V1 248: Ἀνθούση/Δαμαινέτου/ὑποστάτρια (‘Anthousē, daughter of Damaimetos, assistant’). See Gengler 2010.
33 Regarding some details of the letter forms, Fourmont’s copy is actually slightly more accurate
than the pictures published by Lord Aberdeen. See below regarding the original copy that
Fourmont made.
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Knight call their veracity into question? Their oddity is proof of their antiquity,
not of their falsehood, he insisted.34

3 Texts and monuments
We have a considerable number of texts at our disposal documenting Fourmont’s
work in Greece as well as in France after his return. The French National Library
has a series of manuscripts containing several copies of the inscriptions collected
by him: drafts, sketches and cleaned-up copies preparatory to the publication of
the texts. Obviously, these are composite volumes in which sheets of different
provenances were gathered together, perhaps not even by Fourmont himself.
This collection is probably not quite complete, as it contains some drafts without
cleaned-up copies and copies without drafts.
Before turning to Fourmont’s motives for making his forgeries, it is necessary
to look at his working method in general since, as we will see, fakes emerged from
genuine items. According to the King’s instructions, copying inscriptions was
only supposed to be a secondary task, to be done in case it was impossible to
acquire the inscriptions themselves. Monuments bearing inscriptions were as
interesting for the King’s collection as coins and manuscripts were.35 Thus, the
copies had to depict the inscriptions exactly and the two envoys were urged to
‘draw accurate copies’ of the inscriptions.
The ambitious publication plan that Fourmont submitted to the King’s minister Maurepas provided for the illustration of every single text he had copied in
Greece. Even without counting the melting of new types for the composition of
the Greek text of the most archaic inscriptions – including the fanciful GraecoPhoenician alphabet that Fourmont conceived – the price of the plates would
have been still prohibitively high. With the help of his nephew, Fourmont had
begun to produce definitive copies of the inscriptions, which were added to previously prepared drawings of stones: columns, statue bases, blocks, fragments of
all sorts, and so on. The drawings seem to have been carefully executed and are

||
34 This is an episode in the diplomatic war between France and Great Britain in which archaeology was often exploited. See Challis 2008 and Gengler 2016 for more details, among other
works.
35 See Schnapp 2014 concerning the intellectual shift from antiquarianism to archaeology
occurring at this time.
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individualised enough to correspond to some extant monuments, but this is probably not the case in reality.36
The comparison of preserved texts with their counterparts in Fourmont’s paper is revealing (see Figs. 5–9). In the composite manuscript known as Paris, BnF,
Suppl. grec 855, we have the text of Spartan inscriptions in capital letters, which
seem to be the original copies established in situ during the mission (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 855, fol. 83 verso (reproduced by kind permission of the BnF).

||
36 During his travels, Fourmont’s nephew Claude was responsible for the drawing; see the letter
from Fourmont to Maurepas sent from Athens on 20 July 1729, which is quoted in Omont 1902,
566. Claude was also instrumental in discovering the inscriptions in Sparta according to
Fourmont (1733, 357).
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Let us consider the text on the bottom left of the page:37 there is an indication of
its original location, in this case a costé, i.e. ‘nearby’, referring to the theatre,
which is mentioned as the spot where the inscriptions directly preceding our
example were found and copied.
Another part of the same manuscript contains other copies of the same texts
in minuscule letters, this time in non-topographical order. Those new copies were
apparently conceived as a draft for the drawing of the monument, with indications of the mouldings for the top and bottom of the stone and sometimes even a
sketch of the whole monument. Here we found our example again (Fig. 6). Even
though the text is written in minuscule letters, a few of them are written in epigraphic capitals to make a particularity in the layout clear.

Fig. 6: Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 855, fol. 212 recto (reproduced by kind permission of the BnF).

||
37 IG V1 660: ἁ πόλις| Κλέωνα Σωσικρά|τους ἀγωνισάμενον| τὸν ἐπιτάφι[ον Λεωνίδα]| καὶ
Παυσαν[ία καὶ τῶν λοι]|πῶν ἡρώω[ν, καὶ στεφα]|νωθέντ[α ἀνδρείας ἕνεκα]| καὶ σεμν[ότατος, τὸ
ἀνά]|λωμα προ[σδεξαμένων Κλέ]|ωνος (?) το[ῦ - - - - - ]| καὶ Δαμοκ[ράτους τοῦ Δαμί]|ωνος τῶν
[ἀδελφιδῶν(?)], (‘The city honours Kleōn, son of Sōsikratēs, who was engaged in the funeral
contest [for Leonidas] and Pausanias [and the o]ther heroes [and was crown]ed [because of his
courage] and his dign[ity, the ex]pense be[ing covered by Kle]ōn (?), the son of [ - - - - - ] and
Damok[ratēs, the son of Dami]ōn, his [nephews (?)]’).
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All these details were duly reproduced in the final drawing, some of which are
also preserved in other volumes of the French National Library. Things did not
always go smoothly first time round, as a few examples of faulty drawings show.
In our example, a previous version of the text (Fig. 7, left) took up too much space
and did not fit in the frame. The drawing of the stone was then reproduced almost
identically (Fig. 7, right) and the text was written anew, but in a smaller script.
We also have another draft of the same text with far fewer details and a few mistakes, which probably justified its discarding.38

Fig. 7: Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 571, fols 181 and 200 recto (reproduced by kind permission of the
BnF)

But how reliable are these drawings really? They were prepared carefully, and the
final result follows the draft’s instructions, but what about the step before? We
know that some drawings were prepared well in advance since we have a whole
volume of stone drawings without any text.39 Were they really meant to represent
specific monuments? The copies of the texts Fourmont collected are only occa-

||
38 Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 855, fol. 203 verso.
39 Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 571D.
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sionally supplemented with information about the monument bearing the inscription. It thus seems that the combination of text and monument on the drawings was probably made up a posteriori, but perhaps not quite arbitrarily.
We can surmise from the drawings associated with the text of our example
that the monument was a statue base, and the text itself actually points in the
same direction. The inscription was found again in an excavation conducted at
Sparta at the beginning of the twentieth century,40 but the archaeologists did not
provide any measurements, pictures or descriptions of it. I was unable to locate
the stone in Sparta when I looked for it. Although it was impossible to verify the
reliability of the drawing in this case, the modern edition at least confirmed that
the copy Fourmont made was quite accurate.41
Fortunately, I was more successful with another stone that can now be seen
in front of the Roman theatre in Sparta (Fig. 8). It is a monumental base with an
inscription that Fourmont copied accurately (there is only one small mistake in
it, which is repeated in all three versions of the text in the manuscripts).42 A comparison between the real monument and the drawing clearly reveals some differences. However, the overall shape of the stone and the layout of the text are not
significantly different. This is unlikely to be a coincidence. In the original copy,
Fourmont noted that it was ‘another base with bigger dimensions’. I am convinced that the drawings were made on the basis of these indications. They are
thus of limited accuracy, although they are not totally fake.

||
40 Tillyard 1905/1906, 478; CIG 1417 = IG V1 660.
41 Fourmont carefully noted the smaller omicron in l. 3, a detail neglected in the modern edition
of the text.
42 Tillyard 1905/1906, 478; CIG 1376 = IG V1 563: ἡ πόλις ἡ Λακεδαιμονί|ων Αἴλιον Μητροφάνη|τὸν ἀξιολογώτατον ἤ|θει τε φιλοσόφῳ καὶ παι|δ<ε>ίᾳ καὶ τοῖς λόγοις δια|φέροντα τῶν
ἡλίκων,| προσδεξαμένου τὸ ἀ|νάλωμα Μ(άρκου) Αὐρ(ηλίου) Κλεάνο[ρ]ο[ς]|[τ]ο̣<ῦ> Ῥ̣ο̣ύφου.
(‘The city of the Lacedaemonians honours the most outstanding Aelius Metrophanes, distinguished among his contemporaries by his philosophical custom, his education and his discourse, the expense being covered by Marcus Aurelius Cleanōr, son of Rufus’).
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Fig. 8 (top to bottom, left to right): Copies of the text in Fourmont’s papers, Paris, BnF Suppl.
gr. 855, fol. 1 verso, Suppl. gr. 855, fol. 213 recto and Suppl. gr. 571, fol. 197 recto (reproduced
by kind permission of the BnF), and the monument today (O. Gengler).

Nevertheless, what we are glimpsing here is the first step in the forgery. Fourmont
paid little attention to the King’s instructions: he did not make a precise or systematic record of the shape of the stones bearing the inscriptions that he copied.
In the process of preparing the publication of his discoveries – probably to conceal his carelessness – he assigned a form to every text, that matched up with his
own descriptions, his memory, and probably his imagination.
I shall now come back to the Aberdeen reliefs. The plates published by Caylus
are identical to the preparatory drawings preserved in Fourmont’s papers (Fig. 4,
left and middle). But we also have the original copy of the inscriptions made by
Fourmont on location (Fig. 9) and Fourmont’s lemma: it is interesting to note that
he speaks there of the figured objects he called hieroglyphs, but clearly says that
he could not really see them on one stone and that they were only slightly more
visible on the second one. Fourmont had the drawings of these reliefs made on
the basis of his deficient observations, but was possibly not fully aware that he
was actually producing fakes.
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Fig. 9: Upper part of Paris, BnF, Suppl. gr. 855 fol. 61 verso (reproduced by kind permission of
the BnF).

Transcription:
Sur un marbre historié de Hierogliphes mais dont je ne peux découvrir que l’inscription qui est
au milieu co(mm)e ecrite dans un bassin
‘On a marble decorated with hieroglyphs where I can only discern the inscription that is in
the middle, as if written in a basin’
Sur un pareil dont les Hierogliphes sont plus visibles et représentent un festin on y voit des
couteaux des vases des membres d’ho(mm)es co(mm)e pieds mains &c.
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‘On a similar one, where the hieroglyphs are more visible and depict a banquet, one sees
some knives, vessels, human limbs like hands, feet etc.’

Nonetheless, he definitely forged 27 other inscriptions. Why did he do that and
how exactly did he go about it? Richard Stoneman has surmised that it was the
impatience of his sponsors which compelled Fourmont to increase the value of
his collection this way – he wanted to conceal the fact he had failed in his main
mission of finding manuscripts.43 Yet he could not be blamed for having followed
at least part of the King’s instructions by making copies of inscriptions, as he said
to Maurepas himself.44
In one of the letters that he wrote in reply to Bignon’s and Maurepas’s threatening inquiries quoted at the beginning, he boasts of the incredible documents
he found in Sparta: ‘I was lucky enough to find the tombs of Lysander and
Agesilaus […], bases of the statues of several philosophers, rhetoricians, captains
and other notable figures from this country, unknown until now’.45
I do not think he was a forger at this point. Rather, his behaviour was probably just due to ignorance (albeit not much more than that of his colleagues). His
education, the knowledge of ancient Greece at the time – mainly acquired
through classical literary texts – and common opinion about Sparta did not prepare him for the identification and assessment of his discoveries, which were
mainly inscriptions from the Roman period, from the first to third century CE. As
soon as he discovered that his rhetoricians bore the forenames Marcus Aurelius
or Aelius and that his ephors were mainly Gaii Iulii and Tiberii Claudii, as I am
sure he did, the value of his collection sank dramatically in his own eyes and
those of his contemporaries. This happened at the latest once he was back in
France again. Nevertheless, Fourmont was already under pressure and potentially in trouble during his mission since the discovery of inscriptions alone
would not satisfy his sponsors, as a letter from Sevin to Caylus commenting on
his work clearly shows: ‘a good manuscript would be more valuable and instructive’ than inscriptions, he pointed out.46
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43 Stoneman 1985. See Fourmont’s letter to Maurepas, 20 April 1730, quoted by Omont 1902,
618, which includes this ironic statement: pour en trouver de l'espèce de ceux que l'on souhaite, il
faudra les forger, car il n'y en a point (‘in order to find some [manuscripts] of the kind that are
expected, it would be necessary to forge them because there aren’t any’).
44 In the same letter, he wrote: j'ay été obligé de faire de l'objet le moins principal le premier
(‘I was obliged to turn the least important aim [of the mission] into the main one’).
45 Omont 1902, 616. See the longer extract quoted at the beginning of this article.
46 Bourlet de Vauxcelles 1802, 19: M. Fourmont a été encore plus malheureux : il a parcouru plusieurs monastères de la Morée , et dans ces monastères, il n'a pas trouvé un seul morceau qui mérite
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At the end of June 1730, Fourmont was recalled to France. Upon his return,
he reported on his travels before the Academy on several occasions. We can see
how his forgeries emerged from the subjects of Fourmont’s accounts. On 11
December 1739, he held the first of three lectures dealing with the Phoenician
origin of the Spartans and subsequently five lectures about his forged inscriptions, from August 1740 to January 1741.47
What all of Fourmont’s forgeries have in common is that they are associated
with the shrines of Apollo and Athena-Onga at Amyclae, the second of which
never actually existed. Fourmont developed a whole system revolving around the
imaginary Phoenician origin of the Spartans, which he wanted to demonstrate
through etymology, letter forms and religious history. The talks he held in 1739
aimed to support his interpretation of the forged inscriptions, the alphabet of
which was supposed to establish the Semitic origin of the Spartans when combined with some lexical creations of his. The keystones of the system were actually the reliefs, however, representing – in Fourmont’s overactive imagination, at
least – human remains, evoking images of barbaric sacrifices and the inscription
mentioning a female cult attendant. This is the origin of the bizarre idea that sees
the traces of a Phoenician Onga cult in Sparta, which the Spartans supposedly
practised in their distant past more than 1,000 years before Christ.
Clearly, the plan to forge documents was implemented from December 1739
onwards. But when must it have been conceived? We have no evidence that
Fourmont was put under particular pressure by his sponsors after his return, but
this was probably the case; after all, he had announced he had made a great deal
of finds and had to fulfil his promises at some point.48 The publication of the inscriptions was clearly an issue. After his return, he gave a publication plan to

||
d'entrer dans la bibliothèque du roi. En revanche, il a copié quelques centaines d'inscriptions qui
n'ont point encore vu le jour, et il se promet de porter bien plus loin ses découvertes en ce genre :
c'est toujours autant de gagné; mais, à vous parler franchement, un bon manuscrit seroit plus précieux et plus instructif. (‘M. Fourmont was even more unlucky: he went through several monasteries in the Morea, and in these monasteries he did not find a single piece that deserves to enter
the King's library. Nonetheless, he copied a few hundred inscriptions that had not yet been published, and he promises to carry on with such discoveries: it is something, at least, but to be
frank, a good manuscript would be more valuable and instructive’).
47 See the details in Raspi-Serra 1998, 40–46.
48 The report published in 1733 names the extraordinary findings announced in the letters from
April 1730 and also mentions the Temple of Apollo and boustrophedon inscriptions from Amyclae
(Fourmont 1733, 358). It could be another delusion of Fourmont or an evidence that the forgeries
were already prepared by this date.
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Maurepas, who refused it because of its cost.49 To a certain extent, this refusal
protected him for a while from having to show what sparse material he had actually collected.50 The publication was also meant to earn him social and academic
credit, however, and by the end of 1739 he probably felt it necessary to make a
move in order to please his sponsors and gain some personal prestige – the records of the Academy show that he was keen to present his results, at least. The
publication of exceptional documents might also have helped him to raise money
to publish the whole collection.
But we also know that Sevin, who for his part brought back almost six hundred manuscripts from Constantinople, profited from his success after his return:
he received a clerical appanage that could have assured him an income of 1,800
pounds, which he converted into an annuity of 500 pounds. In May 1737, he was
also appointed librarian for the royal manuscript collection, which he had helped
to develop.51 Fourmont never received such reward. Prestige and the associated
social and economic advantages could have motivated Fourmont just as much as
certain opinions about the remote antiquity of Greece.
The personality of the man and his background certainly also played a role.
While it is difficult to gain access to this level of Fourmont’s personality,52 an overview of his network will help the reader to understand the social pressures that
contributed to the creation of the forgeries and the conscious or unconscious help
he may have received.
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49 Omont 1902: 641–644. The cost was an issue discussed by Fourmont’s supporters (including
Bernard de Montfaucon) as early as 1734; see Omont 1902, 655–656.
50 The same letters by Montfaucon reveal that Fourmont was not keen to show his treasures
(see Montfaucon’s letter to Bouhier on 31 Dec. 1733, for example: Je me ferois un plaisir de vous
envoier quelques inscriptions du nombre de celles que l'abbé Fourmont a apporté du Levant; mais
il ne seroit pas possible d'obtenir cela de lui. (‘I would be happy to send you some of the inscriptions that Abbé Fourmont brought back from the Levant, but it would be impossible to obtain
them from him’; quoted in Omont 1902: 655.)
51 Gros de Boze 1751. Cf. Balayé 1988, 164–165.
52 Ulrich von Wilamowitz considered it a psychological puzzle to understand Fourmont’s
motives (Wilamowitz 1927, 28). See some elements in Moureau 2005, 133–140.
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Fig. 10: Michel Fourmont’s family tree (based on Leung 2002, 22–25).

Coming from a family of provincial notability, the young Michel Fourmont sought
after his father’s death the help and support of his elder brother, Étienne, who
was already a successful and honoured scholar.53 After numerous solicitations,
he was finally accepted by him as a pupil and came to benefit from his learning
and his network.54 As the family tree shows (Fig. 10), Michel was not the only one
to benefit from Étienne’s help. As was very common in his time, two other family
members were able to gain some social mobility as well through Étienne’s connections (Fig. 11). Michel was admitted to the Academy in 1724 as an associate
member thanks to help from Bignon.55 He was also chosen for the Greek expedition because of this connection: Sevin was an old college friend of Étienne’s.56 In
turn, Michel took his nephew, Claude-Louis, to Greece with him as an assistant.57
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53 See Leung 2002, especially 22–25. Michel Fourmont was the son of Étienne, a surgeon and
fiscal procurator, and his second wife, Martine Jomard. The Éloges of Étienne and Michel
Fourmont by Fréret (Fréret 1753a and 1753b) named their mother Catherine Jomard, but this
seems to be a mistake; see Forget 1974, 33.
54 Fréret 1753b, 432–433.
55 Sevin and Étienne Fourmont, who were a few years older, joined the Academy as élèves (‘pupils’) in 1711 and 1713 respectively. See de Mas Latrie 1840.
56 See the biographical elements given in the Abrégé de la vie et des ouvrages de M(onsieur)
Fourmont (de Guignes/Le Roux Deshauterayes 1747), especially p. 9 concerning Bignon’s role in
Michel’s admission to the Academy. Sevin himself was also mentored by Bignon; see Gros de
Boze 1751, 282.
57 Claude-Louis was later appointed by Bignon to search for manuscripts in Egypt; Omont 1902,
779–805.
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Bignon
(1662–H1701–1743)

Sévin
(1682–P1711/A1714/S1726–1741)
Caylus
(1692–H1742–1765)

E. Fourmont
(1683–P1713/A1715/S1735–1745)

M. Fourmont
(1690–A1724–1746)

C.-L. Fourmont
(1703–1780)

Family and academic ties
Barthélémy
(1716–A1747/S1766–1795)

Royal library

Mentored
Travel to the Orient
Published forged inscriptions

Fig. 11: Michel Fourmont’s networks. The members of the Academy are identified along with
their status (P = Pupil, A = Associate, S = Stipendiary, H = Honorary) and date of admission
(based on de Mas Latrie 1840).

Claude-Louis’s contribution to the forgery was probably a far more active one
than is usually stated. He was the one who discovered the inscriptions in Sparta
near the theatre. In Michel Fourmont’s posthumous praise, it is said that ClaudeLouis drew figured monuments and some maps on location and was the one who
helped Michel Fourmont prepare the publication of the inscriptions and make the
facsimile, a ‘tedious and unpleasant task’.58 After Michel’s death, Claude-Louis
was charged with resuming the publication work. He is cited by Caylus as his
source for some of the details concerning the aspect and size of forged monuments.59 He was there during the expedition, he worked on the final publication
and he probably helped to publish a few more forgeries after his uncle’s death.
He profited directly from his work with Michel: he received Bignon’s and
Maurepas’s protection, was accepted by the Royal Library as an interpreter and
went abroad again to collect manuscripts for the King.60
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58 Fréret 1753b, 441. This is confirmed by Fourmont’s papers; see Omont 1902, 645.
59 Omont 1902, 647; Caylus 1752–1767, I (1952) 60.
60 Fréret 1753b, 446.
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4 Conclusion
How could these forgeries have deceived scholars for more than sixty years? Although Richard Payne Knight had already pointed out the incongruity of the supposed inscriptions, there were still many respectable intellectuals whom
Fourmont’s forgeries deceived when August Boeckh published his systematic
study in 1825.61 This actually gives us an insight into the knowledge and expectations of learned circles in eighteenth-century France.
Firstly, scholars in Fourmont’s time had few documents with which they
could have compared the forgeries and, generally speaking, far less knowledge
of Greek epigraphy than we have today, but also much less than Fourmont had
himself. Travelling to Sparta was no easy enterprise. This is probably one of the
reasons why Fourmont forged Spartan inscriptions and not Athenian ones, for
example, and it definitely goes a long way to explaining why it took a such a long
time for the fraud to be discovered.
Secondly, the scholars of Fourmont’s time had a taste for the extraordinary,
for what they named ‘curious’, with fake detachment. As a corollary, the genuine
inscriptions that Fourmont copied, which are of prime interest to us because of
the information they contain about Spartan society in the Roman period, were
underrated and neglected at the time. Fourmont himself initially succumbed to
the temptation to see what he wanted to see in the texts he copied: the famous
Sparta of archaic times. He effectively discovered a few catalogues used by
Spartan officials, ephors, nomphulakes and so on, but from Roman times. The
names Agesilaus and Brasidas were, indeed, in the texts he read, but they were
not the famous Spartan kings and generals of the fifth and fourth century BCE, but
Roman citizens – Flavius Agesilaus and Tiberius Claudius Brasidas (who was at
least a Roman senator) – trying to be as Spartan as their namesakes.62
The network in which Fourmont was involved backed up his credibility. His
connections and academic positions – also obtained through his network – were
accepted as proof of his seriousness. It would have been difficult for those who
promoted his career to admit that he was a fraudster.
Lastly, there was national pride. From the end of the eighteenth century onwards, the Mediterranean and especially the search for antiquities became a

||
61 Boeckh dealt with Fourmont’s forgeries in a part of the introduction to his Corpus, the first
fascicule of which was published in 1825.
62 Gengler 2005; see Rizakis et al. 2004, especially LAC358 on Flavius Agesilaus and LAC274 on
Tiberius Claudius Brasidas.
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symbolic battlefield between France and Great Britain.63 At the time Lord
Aberdeen published the reliefs that he had brought back from Laconia, competition was at its peak. Suffice it to say that if Lord Elgin – a friend and fellow
Scottish nobleman of Aberdeen – had not taken the Parthenon marbles himself,
they would probably now be in the Musée du Louvre. Against this background,
scholars like Raoul-Rochette could do nothing less than defend Fourmont.
Interestingly enough, Fourmont conceived the inscriptions as monuments
and not as mere texts. Accordingly, he not only forged some of the inscriptions,
but imagined the stones that were supposed to bear them. Since the monuments
allegedly stood in a distant country that was quite difficult to reach at that time,
he could create them with a pencil and a sheet of paper. He showed considerable
creativity in doing this and made use of his linguistic and epigraphic knowledge,
albeit with a certain naivety. Paradoxically, his forgeries reveal his considerable
competence as well as a genuine interest in the materiality of the inscriptions,
from which his copies of real texts benefitted. Unfortunately, however, his reputation as a fraudster continues to mar his reputation as an epigrapher.64

Abbreviations
BnF
CIG
IG
NAF

Bibliothèque nationale de France
Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum
Inscriptiones Graecae
Nouvelles acquisitions françaises
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